HOWARD COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT
DAILY CRIME BULLETIN
THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 2016
Addresses are in hundred blocks.

ROBBERY NON COMMERCIAL
BEAT E2 8500 FOXBOROUGH DR, 6/1 1511: The adult female victim was in the parking lot picking up a male acquaintance. After she arrived and he got into her vehicle, an unknown male suspect approached the vehicle and threatened her with a knife. The suspect took money and prescription pills and fled. No one was injured. Investigation is continuing. 16-52401
SUSPECT: Black male, white shirt, red shorts, armed with a knife.

BURGLARY COMMERCIAL
BEAT B5 WATER WORKS CAR WASH 6300 WASHINGTON BLVD, 6/1 2258: Officers observed a male subject acting suspiciously near the front of the building and looking at the vending machine. Another suspect was seen carrying a tire iron through the car wash. Upon seeing police, both subjects fled. Four vending machines were damaged and another had pry marks on it. Upon further investigation, both suspects were located and arrested. 16-52557
ARRESTED: Richard Thomas Golden, 36, and Brian Eric Kegg, 19, both of the 10000 block of Baltimore National Pike, Ellicott City; each charged with second-degree burglary, two counts of fourth-degree burglary and two counts of malicious destruction of property.

BEAT E2 AAM COMPETITION, 9000 JUNCTION DR, 5/31 1900 TO 6/1 0800: Unknown suspect(s) damaged the back door to the business. Nothing reported stolen. 16-52279

BEAT C4 WALMART, 6400 DOBBIN RD, 5/31 2213 LATE REPORTED: Unknown suspect made entry into an outdoor fenced-in area after damaging a door lock. Suspect fled after seeing an employee. Nothing was stolen. 16-52346
SUSPECT: Male, dark clothes, no further information.

BURGLARY NON COMMERCIAL
BEAT B2 9000 FLAMEPOOL WAY, 6/1 0009: Unknown suspect(s) entered a vacant residence through an unlocked window. Nothing was reported stolen. 16-52256

BEAT B2 8400 GREYSTONE LN, 6/1 0855: A resident observed an unknown suspect leaving a vacant apartment. Damage was observed to the front door frame near the dead bolt. Nothing was reported stolen. 16-52247
SUSPECT: Black male, blue shirt, white shoes.

BEAT B2 8400 GREYSTONE LN, 6/1 0148: A resident heard several loud noises coming from a vacant apartment. Officers arrived and found the door unlocked. Damage was observed to the door frame. Nothing was stolen. 16-52593
(Continued)
BEAT D1 6100 WHITE MARBLE CT, 5/31 2100 TO 6/1 0630: Unknown suspect(s) entered an open garage. The suspect(s) entered an unlocked vehicle and stole a wallet, personal items, cash, and electronics. No entry into the house was made. 16-52237

BEAT E3 9100 BRYANT AVE, 6/2 0130 ATTEMPT: The resident saw a male suspect try to force open the basement slider. The resident made noise and the suspect fled. 16-52602

SUSPECT: White male, white T-shirt, dark shorts.

VEHICLE THEFTS AND ATTEMPTS
BEAT BS 9000 MAIER RD, 05/30 TO 05/31 0742: Tractor Trailer (just the tractor) 16-51832

BEAT A4 9700 EARLY SPRING WAY, 05/30 2130 to 5/31 1000:
12 Copper Dodge Avenger MD 2BG3908 16-51930

BEAT E1 PRESTON CT & PATUXENT RANGE RD, 5/26 1900 TO 5/31 1600:
05 White Sterling Truck MD 9CB5192 16-52011

###